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Improving health through innovation in rapid diagnostic testing



A powerful mobile lateral flow reader solution, AppDx, for streamlining results delivery and 
analysis in the home, in the field or in a point of care (POC) setting.

Supporting your assay from concept to launch and beyond  
Abingdon Health’s outsourced solutions are designed to support the long-term ambitions of your rapid test 
portfolio. We combine a long history in assay design and manufacturing with innovative cutting-edge rapid 
diagnostic systems to ensure robust assay performance and a successful launch to market.

If required, Abingdon Health can also take on the legal manufacturer and regulatory responsibilities for your assay 
through product validation and verification, regulatory filing, stability studies and post market activity. 

www.abingdonhealth.com/contract-services

Rapid test contract development
A step-by-step process from feasibility to Design Freeze and transfer to manufacturing. Expert 
material selection to meet practical and design specifications. Our approach is collaborative and 
transparent with a clearly communicated design pathway. 

Packaging
Device and kit packaging solutions in tune with your regulatory requirements.

Outsourced scalable manufacturing solutions
Flexible batch size production to meet your early launch requirements through to established 
and mature product manufacturing. Providing a controlled cost sourcing solution for your lateral 
flow test and kit production with a global reach.

 Stable long-term pricing model to support budget and business planning
 Dedicated project management team to oversee schedules and on-time delivery 
 Capability and experience in working with different assay formats and sample matrices
 Dedicated manufacturing facilities at a secure site to provide long term peace of mind 
 Where required we are able to take on legal manufacturing status 
 Experience in regulated and non-regulated markets
 Work delivered to the requirements of GMP and ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 13485:2016.

Why work with Abingdon Health?

Lateral flow reader and data solutions



www.abingdonhealth.com/contract-services

Rapid test contract development

Lateral flow reader and data solutions

AppDx is a powerful mHealth solution that employs cutting-edge software to transform 
your Smartphone into a lateral flow reader with data management and connectivity. 

AppDx will:

• Integrate with existing assays or assays requiring development 
• Customise for single-target or multiplexed assays
• Provide a powerful data solution both at point of testing and at central hub
• Place rapid test accuracy in the palm of your hand

Abingdon Health also work with all leading bench top reader suppliers to 
provide customised reader solutions that meet your specific rapid test needs.

Abingdon Health uses a comprehensive approach to assay development that includes: 

• Detailed project plan with clear and transparent go/no go junctions
• Selection of sustainable quality materials  
• Regular progress updates from your project manager and technical lead  
• Regulatory assistance from a specialist in-house team
• A fully documented Design history to aid filing

We have developed test in a variety of formats:

 Qualitative   Quantitative   Semi-quantitative    Single-target    Multiplexed

And have experience working with a range of sample matrices including:

 Saliva    Serum    Plasma    Blood    Urine    Milk    Plant material   

Our detailed approach  

Outsourced scalable manufacturing solutions
We provide low, medium and high volume manufacturing that complements the stage of your assay’s life cycle. 

• Contact needle and non-contact jets for accurate line dispensing
• Reel-to-reel systems 
• Auto-laminator for assembly of membranes and other components 
• Automated buffer dispensing and bottling 
• Kit assembly and branded product packaging
• Modular capacity available for dedicated manufacturing space

Transfer to manufacture and scale-up

Following assay development with us or when transferring a test from a 
third-party our transfer process offers: 
 
• Assessment of assay performance and materials
• Review and establish clear manufacturing protocols 
• Scale-up and transition to required volumes
• Forward scale-up plan if required
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Abingdon Health continue to innovate in all areas of rapid test diagnostics and 
continue to evaluate ways of delivering results more accurately 

and quickly through the deployment of new technology like AppDx.

 Pragmatic and ‘common sense’ approach to your rapid test development and manufacturing needs

 Provision of customer-focused solutions with an emphasis on building long-term relationships 

 Experience across a range of markers and industries ensures your rapid test is in good hands

 Continuous improvement of manufacturing techniques and material and cost management

 Quality as a pre-requisite to ensure our business remains focused on maintaining high standards


